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Abstract. Road fatalities that involve Vulnerable Road Users (VRU) outnumber
in some countries and regions ones that involve vehicular drivers and passengers.
As most vulnerable road user fatalities happen in urban areas, where the traffic
conditions are more demanding and an increased pedestrian interaction can result
in unpredictable scenarios, it is imperative to study solutions to reduce the high
rate of accidents in which pedestrians are involved. To this end, we present in
this paper a simulation framework that provides a framework to generate a variety of pedestrian demands to simulate vehicle-pedestrian interaction and vice
versa. A Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection combines the game
engine Unity 3D with the Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) open source
traffic simulator. After creating the 2D scenario SUMO was connected with
Unity 3D by using the Traffic Control Interface (TraCI) Protocol and TraCI as a
Service (TraaS) library. The motion in Unity took place after instantiating the
pedestrians retrieved from SUMO. The system was evaluated by detecting and
visualizing pedestrians and vehicles that were within a specific range.
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Introduction

According to the World Health Organization, 85 000 people die annually from road
traffic injuries in the European Region [1]. Urban areas have more complex intersections and a higher number of pedestrians and cyclists that might be overseen by drivers
[2], particularly if they are involved in non-driving tasks. Due to the increased complexity in urban road and traffic scenarios, vulnerable road users (VRUs) are involved
in more fatalities.
Pedestrians are especially vulnerable as road users because an armored vehicle does
not protect them, nor do they wear any protective helmets [3]. Addressing the risk of
death in road traffic is fundamental to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals
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(SDGs), by targeting efficient transportation services that do not affect health security.
Therefore, it is essential to reduce mortality and injuries derived from road crashes [4].
In this context, P2V (Pedestrian-to-Vehicle) and V2P (Vehicle-to-Pedestrian) communication technologies have become crucial.
We present a platform to evaluate P2V and a V2P communication in a simulated 3D
environment that includes the microscopic modeling of vehicles and pedestrians relying
on the recent release of the last version of Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) and
TraaS (TraCI as a Service).
Next section outlines related literature in the field. Section 3 delineates the proposed
work and describes the pedestrian modeling, creation of the scenario in SUMO and the
connection of SUMO with Unity 3D. Section 4 describes the 3D simulation in Unity
3D and Section 5 presents the process to evaluate the implemented system. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the work.
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Related Literature

Communication targeting VRU protection addresses the use of smart devices to send
Personal Safety Messages (PSM), over a wireless communication channel. This approach is also known as General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)-based, since the smart
devices use the latitude and longitude coordinates, which are then transformed into local coordinates to estimate the relative position of the communicating pedestrians and
vehicles [5]. Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) and Pedestrian-to-Vehicle (P2V) communication or a combination of them rely on GPRS.
Pedestrian detection has been the focus of research in many works. For example, by
using AdaBoost and support vector machine algorithms [6] or by detecting and tracking
pedestrians using cameras, (i.e. from a moving vehicle using both Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Kalman filter [7] or by using the back-camera of a mobile
device using image-processing techniques [8, 9]).
By using both P2V and V2P communication, the authors in [10] developed an application based on a collision-prediction algorithm. The proposed application broadcast
the device’s position to the vehicles nearby, and reciprocally broadcasts the vehicular
position to the pedestrians nearby.
As far as simulation tools are concerned, PARAMICS, VISSIM, AIMSUM and
SUMO stand among the most recognized simulators, which use microscopic models
and allow the inclusion of pedestrian flow in the simulation [11]. For example,
PARAMICS has its own software to simulate pedestrian behavior in real word environments. VISSIM allows making a 3D simulation with pedestrians, but it fails in the
calibration process of certain parameters and it is a difficult pro-gram to handle [12].
AIMSUM enables pedestrian-vehicle interactions at uncontrolled, actuated-controlled
or fixed-controlled intersections, but it is not convenient for navigating between different periods and it does not provide background maps [13].
SUMO is an open source, highly portable, microscopic and continuous road traffic
simulation package designed to handle large road networks [18]. The recent release
from December 2017 of the last version (0.32.0) together with the last version of TraaS
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from August 2017 reveal the possibility of performing a remote-controlled realistic 3D
traffic scenario, which includes pedestrians. The aforementioned version of SUMO implements Traffic Control Interface (TraCI) which provides the necessary commands for
both remotely retrieving and changing the state of pedestrian objects.
By means of TraaS library and the above mentioned methods, authors in [14] retrieved the information (vertices, length, width, type) of lanes and cars (speed, position,
angle) from SUMO and instantiated them as game objects in Unity 3D. Authors in [15,
16] reused the translated library and connected the traffic light system data from SUMO
into Unity 3D.
As the integration of pedestrians in current implemented simulators add realism to the
scenarios and use cases, we focus on developing a 3D visualization of traffic, which
includes both pedestrians and vehicles from a driver centric perspective simultaneously.
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Framework Implementation

Relying on the work presented in [10] we implemented a scenario in order to establish
connections between vehicles and pedestrians and vice versa as part of the SUMO OSM
environment, an option in the CoAutoSim3D simulation platform [17]. The CoAutoSim3D simulator is independent from the operating system and always up-to-date
with the latest version of Unity 3D. When running 3DCoAutoSim the user can choose
among several environments. One of them is the SUMO OSM environment: a dynamic
and configurable environment by the user. It allows for one to take advantage of the
benefits provided by a microscopic 2D traffic-modeling tool (SUMO) and a powerful
game-engine (Unity 3D). In fact, due to the flexibility provided by this option, the user
can perform a 3D realistic simulation of any area of interest. Furthermore, the 3D reconstructed map presented in [14] was used to maintain the high quality visualization
provided by the implemented environment.
When the user selects the SUMO OSM environment, the simulator accesses a
SUMO configuration file (.cfg or .SUMOcfg) that contains all the necessary
information to conduct the simulation in SUMO and performs the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) connection to SUMO. SUMO acts as a server and Unity 3D as a client.
The simulation can be performed by loading the configuration file in Unity 3D. To
implement the 3D simulation with the pedestrian-detection system we proceeded as
follows.
3.1

Pedestrians Modeling in SUMO

Pedestrians in SUMO need dedicated lanes and areas, which differ from the rest of the
elements of a scenario in terms of attributes that determine their behavior.
For example, when walking along an edge, pedestrians use sidewalks if they are
available. With respect to zebra crossings, there are two possible cases:
 If the network contains walking areas, pedestrians may only cross a street whenever
there is a pedestrian crossing.
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 However, if the network does not include walking areas, pedestrians will move between any two edges that allow pedestrians at an intersection.
Pedestrian crossing behavior does not only depend on the type of roads, but also on
the vehicles. SUMO contains rules to mimic ideal traffic scenarios by targeting the
avoidance of collisions between vehicles and pedestrians. Therefore, pedestrians will
only use a crossing if the whole length of the crossing is free of vehicles for the whole
time needed to cross. This behavior is not expected and not occurring in real life. If a
vehicle occupies the whole width of the lane and gets too close to a pedestrian, the
pedestrian may briefly move to the side of the lane in order to let the vehicle pass.
The last version of SUMO provides a framework to generate a variety of pedestrian
demands both in an explicit and random fashion, defined as follows:
 Explicit: manually defining the pedestrian movement in an .xml file.
 Random: using the tool randomTrips.py with the option --pedestrian that
supports generating random pedestrian demand.
3.2

Simulation in SUMO: 2D Scenario

The approach taken for explaining the generation of the 2D scenario consists of four
steps:





Generation of a realistic network from OSM data
Edition of the network with netedit and netconvert
Generation of the vehicle routes and the pedestrian demand
Executing a simulation with pedestrians in SUMO-GUI

In order to have a realistic scenario, a network was imported from Open Street Map
(OSM). Since the conversion process included some imperfections that made the simulation differ from reality, the network was edited with netedit, which is a Graphical
User Interface (GUI) application for editing traffic networks. It can be used to create
networks from scratch and to modify all aspects of existing networks. Fig. 1 shows the
.net file obtained from the OSM WebWizard before editing. Fig. 2 represents an example of pedestrian topology in netedit before and after edition.
Netconvert is a network generator that provides SUMO-format networks. After
obtaining the network file (.net file) and generating both the vehicle routes and the
pedestrian demand, the simulation was executed in SUMO-GUI, which is the same application as SUMO, just extended by a graphical user interface.
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Fig. 1. .net file obtained from OSM WebWizard before editing.

A)

B)

Fig. 2. Pedestrian topology in netedit before (A) and after (B) edition.

3.3

Connecting SUMO with Unity 3D: TraCI Protocol and TraaS library

As previously mentioned 3DCoAutoSim connects both a microscopic traffic simulator,
SUMO, and a powerful 3D Graphic Engine, Unity 3D, by setting a TCP connection
between them. TraCI is the Application Programming Interface (API) used for that purpose. It is based on a client/server architecture and it enables the retrieval of values
from simulated objects from the server (SUMO) to the client (Unity 3D) and their behavior manipulation on-line, as well as to execute the simulation from the client side.
A TraaS library with a class for pedestrians that contained the necessary TraCI methods and which could be imported in Unity 3D was required for retrieving and changing
information about pedestrian objects between SUMO and Unity 3D without changing
the internal logics and structure of the already implemented and evaluated 3DCoAutoSim simulator. The implemented class made it possible to use the available commands to retrieve the values of each person from TraCI.
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Simulation in Unity

The 3D simulation contains buildings created with the 3D city editing and visualization
tool CityEngine. In addition it consist of the following objects that were retrieved from
SUMO: car lanes, vehicles, sidewalks, pedestrian crossings, pedestrians, manually
placed traffic lights and road markings, a user-controlled vehicle, a bidirectional communication system between cars and pedestrians using P2V and V2P and as many GPS
as the number of pedestrians in the simulation. The motion of the pedestrians in the
simulation occurred after their instantiation as follows.
The SUMO-retrieved-objects are instantiated in Unity 3D as Game-Objects. In order
to have each SUMO pedestrian correctly classified in Unity, a class Pedestrian is created, which has the following attributes: position, id, speed and angle. The class Pedestrian also contains some getters that allow to get both X and Z coordinates
of the position of each pedestrian (getX() and getZ()), the angle (getAngle()),
the speed (getSpeed()) and the ID (getId()).
When the connection between both programs has been established and all the lanes
retrieved from SUMO have been read, the function ReadPedestrians() is called
(every 5 frames in Unity in order to match the SUMO timestamp), which is in charge
of creating a list of pedestrians that will be further printed and moved in the environment (in PrintPedestrians()). The code below depicts which parameters are
received from SUMO and how information of every pedestrian in the Unity list is updated each time-step.
Thus, every time there is a change in SUMO, the list is updated and filled with the
pedestrians existing in that time-step. The position, the ID, the speed and the angle for
every pedestrian is retrieved from SUMO using TraCi commands contained in the socalled “person value retrieval”.
Then, a pedestrian-object is created in Unity 3D for each simulated pedestrian in SUMO
and its attributes position, id, speed and angle are set to the SUMO 2D position, the
SUMO id, the SUMO speed and the SUMO 2D angle (in degrees, with respect to the
Y axes) of every simulated pedestrian respectively. The created pedestrian object is
added to the list of pedestrians in the last position. It should be noted that until now,
nothing has been displayed in Unity 3D, as the information about the simulated pedestrians is in Unity, but it cannot be seen in the game view or in the scene view until all
the pedestrians from the list are printed in Unity and moved in PrintPedestrians().
Function ReadPedestrians() SUMOmanager.cs
//-Reading the retrieved pedestrians from SUMOpublic void ReadPedestrians()
{
//Start with an empty list every SUMO time-step
pedlist.Clear();
//Read the ID-s of the pedestrian in the current timestep
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pedIDs = (SumoStringList)sumoTraciConnection.do_job_get(
Person.getIDList());
//For every pedestrian in the list
foreach (string perid in pedIDs)
{
//--Retrieving information from SUMO//SUMO 2D position of this pedestrian
positionperson =
(SumoPosition2D)sumoTraciConnection.do_job_get(Person.getPosition(perid));
//SUMO speed of this pedestrian
speedperson=
((java.lang.Double)sumoTraciConnection.do_job_get(
Person.getSpeed(perid))).doubleValue();
//SUMO angle of this pedestrian
angleperson =
((java.lang.Double)sumoTraciConnection.do_job_get(
Person.getAngle(perid))).doubleValue();
//Create the pedestrian object with the SUMO information
of this pedestrian
pers = new Pedestrian(positionperson, perid, speedperson,
angleperson);
//add this pedestrian object to the list
pedlist.Add(pers);
}
//Create the pedestrian game-object in Unity 3D
// if it has not been previously created or update
// the game-object if it has been previously created
PrintPedestrians();
//Perform another time-step in SUMO
sumoTraciConnection.do_timestep();
}
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System Evaluation Procedure

To evaluate the framework we implemented a bidirectional communication between
vehicles and pedestrians and detected whether they were within the specific range of
40m.
To visualize that the V2P communication had been achieved in the simulated 3D
environment, the pedestrians were color-coded, pedestrians’ detection (P2V communication) by the vehicle was visualized through an object-bounding box. Fig. 3 shows an
example for the pedestrians’ detection visualization.
The list of all the simulated pedestrians was iterated and an array of renderers was
created for every person-object. A renderer is what makes an object appear on the
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screen. In this case, renderers were used to access and modify the person-objects. The
array stored all renderers of each person-object as a component in its children elements.
Then, the difference between the position of each pedestrian and the position of the
user-controlled car was obtained. After that, the list of all the simulated cars was iterated.
For each pedestrian i, a subtraction was calculated and vice versa between the position of that pedestrian and the position of each simulated car. At this point, if the distance of pedestrian i and any simulated car or the distance of the pedestrian i and the
user-controlled car was less than 40m, the color of the pedestrian object i, which represents the pedestrian with id=i in SUMO, was changed in the 3D environment from
the initial color (white) to red. If the distance was more than 40m and the ith pedestrian
had been previously red colored, the pedestrian object was reversed to white. This procedure helped to represent the pedestrians that were aware of the presence of vehicles
in the surroundings.
To establish a P2V communication, a pedestrian list was iterated. Since the function
OnGUI() is called every frame, the variable pedlist contained all the pedestrians
that existed at a given time in SUMO and therefore all the pedestrians that had been
instantiated as Game-Objects in Unity. For every pedestrian the difference between its
position and the position of the user-controlled vehicle was obtained by subtracting
both 3D positions and computing the norm of the three dimensional vector obtained
because of the mentioned subtraction.
The above describe strategy has been proved to be effective to establish the bidirectional communication between the pedestrians and the vehicles in the surroundings.

Fig. 3. Example of pedestrians’ detection by using an object-bounding box.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed in this work a system to detect VRU and vehicles in the vicinity as a
means to enhance road safety. The system has the potential to assist both drivers and
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pedestrians in a variety of situations in which technology used by both parties is evaluated. The implementation of a framework that relies on the linking through a TCP
connection of the game engine (Unity 3D) to access data from the SUMO open source
traffic simulator has been proved to be capable of simulating vehicle-pedestrian and
pedestrian-vehicle interaction. Future work will be pursued by validating the simulation
framework in a variety of use cases.
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